Thanks very much for the kind comments received following the completion of my ‘first’ century of Trials & Tribulations - I hope that I can keep up as
good as a standard for the next 100 issues or until I get the sack!
The weekend of the 21st July was quite busy what with the first Plonkers at
Snaque Pit and then getting involved with the Pre-65 Inter Centre Team Trial. I
had been hoping to avail myself of a ride at Mike Hardens ’do’ but instead we
spent the weekend in ‘real’ trials country!
I understand that the first attempts to create sections which circumnavigated
‘the hill’ was a great success. Snaque Pit has always had the reputation for its
hills but there is much good ‘wobbler’ land available even though the mountain
bikers are encroaching and building their almost supercross jumps etc.
An advance date for your diary. Mike and his merry men are running their
Classic Trial at Covenbrook Hall, Stisted on Sunday 3rd November following a
years break due to the aftermath of Foor and Mouth. So, you’ve been warned keep the date free! Mind you, November is a busy month as you will need to keep
the 24th clear as that is the day of the 22nd running of the Thumpers.
Don’t forget the Plonkaround at Raydon on the afternoon of Saturday 17th
August.
On the 29th July, Tracey and I made our way to Snetterton to sample the
Open Day of the A-C.U. Academy as well as to see how hard it can rain in that
part of Norfolk. I think I have now just about experienced every aspect of weather
than can close the circuit. I have been present when the circuit has been closed
because of the heat and because of snow but this time it became flooded! I have
included an article regarding our ‘day out’ for you enjoyment.
Some of you may be avid readers of the East Anglian Daily Times, the daily
for motorcycle reports in this part of the country. Well they incorporated a
wonderful misprint, however, I do wonder if they kew something the rest of us
didn’t so to put the record straight I have included a photograph of Graham
Steward riding a 197 Jim Patey!

EFA Sweatshirts - latest styles - get yours
in readiness for the new Season from

The August Plonkaround
Raydon Pit, Wades Lane, Raydon, Nr Ipswich, Suffolk
Saturday 17th August 2002
From noon
Trials practise for:
Pre 65 solos • Pre 65 sidecars • Twin Shocks
Youths • Twin Shock sidecars

Tims Tours are remaining as popular as ever and Heather has reported on
the most recent whilst Tim has provided details of the next excursion. Seems
that Rog and Heather are going on holiday to the Isle of Man for the Manx so this
is causing a bit of a date reshuffle - I hope they got their chitty’s signed (in
triplicate) by the Chairman!
The articles on Spark Plugs appear to have been popular if the comments I
have received are anything to go by. Maybe it was a little too technical for some
of our readers but I feel that a deeper understanding of sparks and what goes on behind
closed valves can be of benefit to us all. I feel
that I must perhaps clear up one slight misconception regarding capacitor discharge
ignition. Contrary to common belief, the
replacement of the machines battery with a
capacitor does not constitute capacitor discharge ignition. CDI is a very technical method for producing sparks and normally
involves the discharge of a moderately small
capacitor which has been charged up to 200
volts or so through the primary side of the
ignition coil. In conjunction with my previous employers (they didn’t know) I did quite
a lot of work on CDI systems in the 60s and
early 70s utilising patents which at the time
were in my name. Subsequently this work
appeared on both 2 and 4 wheel Grand Prix
machines but rest assured, it ain’t just
putting an electrolytic capacitor on the bike
in lieu of a battery.

Met Eric’s grandad at the Inter Centre
Team Trial. Probably much lighter and far
more agricultural than Eric but being ridden very enthusiastically by Peter Gaunt.
After seeing both of these machines I cannot understand why they weren’t employed during the 50s - a far better
machine than the two strokes and small
four strokes that were the vogue amongst
those who didn’t ride ’mens’ machinery.
Seems to do everything that a Cub does
but without the blue haze!
The 7/14/28 day business is still festering even though our ‘tone’ would appear to
have even more important things on his hands such as invading Iraq with an
army equipped with helicoptors whose rotor blades fail after just a few hours
flying in desert conditions, tanks whose engines clog with sand or overheat if the
engines are run during daylight hours, rifles which jam if not taken apart and
cleaned after every shot is fired, and of course BOOTS THAT MELT! Now I would
have thought that he and his deputy Prime Minister would have thought that this
was a far more serious state of affairs than to enforce planning requirements on
church fetes. Note - I have included a 7 at the start of the sequence! Yes, a
compromise, for whom I don’t know, but it seems that some cussed or contentious bits of planning could be allowed to operate for 7 days a year at the whim
of your friendly local planners! Kate Hoey, perhaps the best Sports Minister we
have ever had (which other Minister for Sport has taken a high speed pillion ride
for a lap of the TT course?) wrote a very interesting article in the Telegraph, and
I believe the Times a few weeks ago catalogueing the problems that are likely to
befall sports and made special mention of motorcycle sport and its acceptance
in the countryside. If only we had her as the minister rather than the present
incumbent who admits that he has no interest in sport as such but only how it
can benefit business and no doubt in Sheffield they are very grateful for the debt
he left behind when promoting the building of stadia and facilities for the little
known student games a few years back. The business in that instance would
appear to have been the building industry. As you might imagine I don’t have too
much time for him even though he did finally condescend to attend the British
Grand Prix. Neil Hellings, the new CEO of the A-C.U. appears to be someone who
you say “NO” to at your own risk!
Sales of Henfield to Heverest are going on steadily. We had ‘a rush’ following
the article in the East Anglian Daily Times and the interview on Radio Suffolk. I
guess that if you visit the Boxford Post Office it will not be possible to leave
without getting a copy. Have you got yours?
All the best,

Jim

Tim's Tour No.2 took place near the beginning of last month and weatherwise it couldn't have been better. The sunny, summer evening attracted a
bumper turnout and after taking time for a refreshing drink whilst admiring the
Harleys belonging to the EFA Chapter, we set off from the Alma to explore
darkest Essex. Unfortunately things didn't quite go according to plan with Edie
and Ted having an evening to forget! However, everyone eventually arrived at the
Eight Ash Green Chippie (not all on the intended route unfortunately) but the
excellent Fish and Chip supper cheered everyone up and after a pleasant break
we started off on our separate ways home. Thanks to everyone who turned out
for the run; we collected £25 for the ACU Ben Fund to add to the £27 we
collected in May. Ann and Don French have kindly invited us to visit them for a
chat and to look at their bike collection. Roger Finch has already been out and
devised a route 'cos we did think we would be going up to Stutton in the Autumn
but on speaking to Ann recently it has been decided to leave this trip until next
year now, so that will be something to look forward to in the future.
The North Weald Classic Sprint was it's usual festival of all things biking.
Steve Page and Colin Moss were riding but unfortunately, Colin struck trouble
and had to retire. Trevor Rumsey was clocking up some good times on his
methanol burning 350cc BSA sprint bike. Don Daly had taken his Norton and
Velocette but had given up on the Velo due to carburation trouble. Alf Hagon
was in the pits with his vee twin Hagon JAP sprinter; unfortunately it was only
on display and not being started up but John Hobbs was blasting down the strip
on the Hobbit which was as impressive as ever. Had a wander round the jumblie
but couldn't see anything very tempting there. Rog did toy with the idea of
snapping up some new pipes for the little old bathtub Triumph but by the time
he wandered back to get them the stall holder had packed up and cleared off!
We met up with Trevor Rumsey again the following weekend, along with Chris
Bater, Ray Gibb, David Habbin, Kevin Harris, Norman Kerridge and other
members of the Woodbridge Club when we took the trials outfit and bathtub
Triumph to the Weeting Steam Engine Rally. Chris organised an exhibition and
demonstration of mainly British bikes from the 1940s to 1960s and a brilliant
weekend it was. David and Heather Habbin stayed overhight at Weeting and then
set off for Snaque Pit as David had offered to help Bob Drane with the sections
for the first Mid-Anglia Plonkers to be held there. Sounds as though that all went
off successfully with an entry of over 30 riders.
We're currently awaiting a reply from the Comps Committee to our request
to run our training/practice day at Snaque Pit in September but before that
comes around there'll be another Tim's Tour for you to sample.

Heather

The Things You Learn When You Buy An Old Bike
I’ve recently purchased a 1941 WD Matchless G3L. I didn’t particularly set
out to buy a military machine - it was one of those sequence of events things
which I won’t bore you with now. However, since I’ve acquired the bike it’s led to
a number of anecdotes from different sources.
One of the first people to learn of my new possession was a chap I work for a
couple of days a week. It seems that his father was a Dispatch Rider during the
last war attached to the RAF. That being so it’s more likely that he rode a 16H
Norton rather than a Matchless but he couldn’t be sure. The gentleman in
question, having enlisted to do his bit, was sent up to Yorkshire to act as a
Dispatch Rider between the operational airfields in that neck of the woods.
Initially he was dead chuffed with his posting - he loved riding bikes and not only
that, he was still in the good old U.K. and not on some battlefield overseas.
However, he was soon to find out that it was one of the most dangerous places
in the world to be a D.R. The job involved taking documents etc., between the
various operational airfields in Yorkshire, usually at night and usually with a
high degree of urgency. All the bikes were fitted with blackout masks which
meant that you could barely see a yard or two in front of you, so the drill was to
get yourself in the middle of the road and follow the white line as fast as you dare.
The only problem was, while you were hammering along in one direction there
was a good chance that you would meet another D.R. coming in the other
direction. Apparently head on collisions were commonplace and the fatality rate
amongst Dispatch Riders was tragically high. My boss’s father lost so many of
his mates that he pleaded to be moved - a request which was dealt with
compassionately and he never rode a bike again for the duration of the war.
The second little story was related by a friend of mine who popped round to
find me tinkering with the Matchless in the garage. I’ve no idea how authentic it

is but the tank bears the regimental insignia of the Northumbrian Division. If
that was correct then according to my friend the bike would have seen service in
North Africa and then Italy. Apparently this Division was involved in the only
instance of mutiny in the British army during World War Two. As you probably
know, after the successful completion of the North African Campaign many
British Divisions were moved across to Italy, including the Northumbrian Division. Casualties in North Africa were high and many were unable to move
straight away with their divisions due to their injuries. It apparently transpired
that when those that were fit enough were ferried across to Italy they were
detailed to join a Regiment other than their own. The Northumbrian lads
refused and insisted on rejoining their own regiment. For this insubordination
they were court martialled on a charge of mutiny. What the outcome was, I don’t
know and I’d love to hear from anyone who does. Neither do I know if their
number included any dispatch riders. For all I know the rider of my Matchless
may have been amongst them. Now there’s a thought!
Story number three was related to me by my wife’s uncle shortly before he
died recently. He served for part of the War in North Africa as did his younger
brother, my wife’s father. They were not together and at one point during a hiatus
in hostilities he was granted permission to try to find her Dad. He used a
Matchless G3L and rode for 350miles along the Algerian and Tunisian coast
before being successful in his mission. With the number of troops engaged in
North Africa at the time the odds against them meeting up must have been pretty
high. Who knows, he could have used the very machine that I’ve got! What is
definite is that I rode along that very stretch of road when I toured part of North
Africa by bike back in 1972!

Four Secrets to a Happy Relationship
1. It is important to find a woman who loves to cook and clean.
2. It is important to find a woman who makes a lot of money.
3. It is important to find a woman who likes to have wild sex.
4. It is VERY important that these three women never meet !

Pre-65 Inter Centre Team Trial
As many of you are aware, I inherited earlier in the evening of the last
clubnight, what one might describe as, ‘the position of team manager’ for the
Eastern Centre Pre-65 Trials Team. I was pleased to have been offered the
position especially after my original offer to do the job had seemingly been
turned down in favour of an ‘in house’ manager.
Anyway, with some help from centre officers I managed to get a team together
in time to beat the deadline set by the South Birmingham club following our ‘late
entry’ to the event.

The event took place near Craven Arms in Shropshire in (for older readers).
“Harry Perrey” land, and ran for 40+ miles through the local lanes, all the
sections being fairly adjacent to the roadway.
As it tuned out it was a real ‘whos who’ in pre65 trials.
When we arrived in the area on the Saturday there seemed to be a surplus of
stair rods falling from the sky - it was wet, very wet. However, Sunday dawned
bright with a nice cooling breeze and it was very nice, good summer trial weather
as long as you didn’t get out of the breeze when it suddenly got very hot and
clammy.
Instead of teams alternating in the entry list each of the nine centre’s teams
started effectively en-bloc with us at the back. Normally this would have been
beneficial but following the previous days rain and there being a muddy group
towards the end of the trial we were at a definite disadvantage
After a very good trial and some very good performances by team members
we came fifth and I can only thank the team for their performances.
Further details, results and photographs can be found by following the link
on the homepage of the Eastern Centre website - www.easternacu.info. Have a
look at it, I feel its worth looking at anyway!

Jim
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The statements below are said to have been written by actual students and
are genuine, authentic and not retouched or corrected:
·

In the first book of the Bible, Guinessis, God got tired of creating the world,
so he took the Sabbath off.

·

Adam and Eve were created from an apple tree.

·

Noah's wife was called Joan of Ark.

·

Noah built an ark, which the animals come on to in pears.

·

Lot's wife was a pillar of salt by day, but a ball of fire by night.

·

Samson was a strongman who let himself be led astray by a Jezebel like
Delilah.

·

Samson slayed the Philistines with the axe of the Apostles.

·

Moses led the Hebrews to the Red Sea, where they made unleavened bread
which is bread without any ingredients.

·

The Egyptians were all drowned in the dessert.

·

Afterwards, Moses went up on Mount Cyanide to get the ten ammendments.

·

The first commandment was when Eve told Adam to eat the apple.

·

The fifth commandment is to humour thy father and mother.

·

The seventh commandment is thou shalt not admit adultery.

·

Moses died before he ever reached Canada.

·

Then Joshua led the Hebrews in the battle of Geritol.

·

The greatest miracle in the Bible is when Joshua told his son to stand still
and he obeyed him.

·

David was a Hebrew king skilled at playing the liar.

·

He fought with the Finklesteins, a race of people who lived in Biblical times.

·

Solomon, one of David's sons, had 300 wives and 700 porcupines.

·

When Mary heard that she was the mother of Jesus, she sang the Magna
Carta.

·

When the three wise guys from the east side arrived, they found Jesus in the
manager.

·

Jesus was born because Mary had an immaculate contraption.

·

St. John, the blacksmith, dumped water on his head.

·

Jesus enunciated the Golden Rule, which says to do one to others before
they do one to you.

·

He also explained, "a man doth not live by sweat alone."

·

It was a miracle when Jesus rose from the dead and managed to get the
tombstone off the entrance.

·

The people who followed the Lord were called the 12 decibels.

·

The epistles were the wives of the apostles.

·

One of the opossums was St. Matthew who was also a taximan.

·

St. Paul cavorted to Christianity. He preached holy acrimony, which is
another name for marriage.

·

A Christian should have only one spouse. This is called monotony.

Please Note:
The closing date by which all articles and adverts to be included in the September
issue ofTrials & Tribulations should reach the editorial office is Tuesday the 27th
August.
Material for inclusion in the magazine may be supplied in the following forms:
handwritten • typed • computer hard copy • fax • email • floppy disc
If providing computer hard copy, a font size of 12pt minimum is preferred whilst articles supplied on floppy disc should be saved in text format.

The name Valentino Rossi cannot have escaped the
notice of many people in the western (non US) world,
especially those with only a passing interest in motorcycle sport. Well, Valentino and several others of the
new breed of GP racers are products of race academies run by their national federation.
As many of you are probably aware, our own
A-C.U. has not been too slow in catching on to the fact that for us as a nation to
have a share of the action we must do something similar and as such we have had
a road race academy in existence, ok a fairly low key exercise, for the last couple
of years. The success of the academy is now being demonstrated by the presence
of many of its ‘students’ in Gps and at the top level of home based competition.
As a ‘perk’ of the job, Tracey was invited along to the ‘Open Day’ at Snetterton
on the 29th July and I managed to cadge an invite to accompany her.
When we arrived, one of the first things that became apparent was that no
longer was it the ‘Road Race Academy’ but now has expanded its syllabus to cover
off road riders as well with the consequent change of name to the ACU Academy.
One of the aims of the ‘Open Day’, as well as spreading the word was to extol
the virtues of the scheme to likely sponsors as the expense of running the venture
is well outside the capabilities of the A-C.U. and without any Sport England, or
whatever they call themselves this week, Ted Bartlett, A-C.U. Chairman, ably
explained the problems he had encountered when having to counter the impression that motorcycling relies on an engine to do all the work, whilst for equestrianism, which gains ‘millions’ in the
way of grants relies on the horse
for the motive power. Ted put the
problem in a nutshell when relating his response to the chairman
of ‘Sport whoever’ - “What’s the
difference between a horse that
farts and a bike that coughs!”
The morning session saw us
having the aims and activities of
the academy described to us by
its manager, Dave Luscombe, and
others who are giving their time to
this well worthwhile cause.

Dave Luscombe (manager) & Chaz Davies

Other European nations, especially Italy and Spain have well established academies covering all branches of
the sport and there seems to be a real attempt to emulate their success. However,
in this country it is likely to be at a much reduced level, at least into the forseeable
future. Here in this country we have a much smaller youth participation in
motorcycle sport, especially road racing where currently it is anticipated that less
than 100 ‘youngsters’ will be applying for places on the scheme. Compare this with
the 7,000 applications received in Spain from current racers for their scheme! We
have a long way to go!

Now we are opening things up to Motocross, Trials, Enduro, and Grass
Track/Speedway as well. A lot of sponsorship money or grants is necessary for the
success of the scheme and to ensure that we have the best riders and ambassadors
for the sport in the coming years.
I realise that some of you may consider that this all an irrelevancy for the sport
we are devoted to but I would advise you that in the long term, all sport rides on
the back of its most successful protagonists.
Dave Luscombe, the manager of the academy, would appear to have gained the
services of some of the top people in their trade and profession to advise the
youngsters, including:
· Clive Horton (ex GP road racer) - road race training and tactics
· Paul Malin (ex GP motocrosser) - off road co-ordinator and motocross
· Paul Edmonson - has shown interest in assisting the enduro students
· Dougie Lampkin - has shown interest in assisting the trials students
· Sam Ermolenko - the instructor in charge of ‘sliding’, an art that is useful
and necessary in all disciplines.
· Chris Carter (motorcycling journalist) - dealing successfully with the media
· Colin Edwards & Valentino Rossi - general confidence boosting
I was quite impressed with the
parameters chosen to ensure selection of the ‘right’ youngsters. Quite
rightly, it isn’t a case that a position in
the academy can be ’bought’. It isn’t
necessarily the fastest or best rider on
the best machinery with the best motor home etc. that is considered but
the youngster with the right attitude
and the potential to do well who is
looked upon as ’the right stuff’. However, almost as much emphasis is put
into the youngster having the ‘right
parents’ as any other attributes. As we
Paul Malin with some offroad students
are all aware, it is necessary for any
youngster to have understanding and the right sort of support for them to be able
to do their best.
Many experts from various fields spoke to us regarding their involvement
during the morning session following the initial introductions by Ted Bartlett and
Neil Hellings, CEO of the A-C.U. Dave Luscombe came across as a very dedicated
individual who had the trust and respect from those he controls. Among the other
speakers were Brian Jones (presentation skills); Chris Carter (media liason); a
physio; a dietician; Clive Horton (race/riding tactics); and Paul Malin (offroad
involvement).
Tracey and I were lucky to be able to have our lunch with the Mum of the
A-C.U’s best known asset - Chaz Davies and I must admit that if all parents were
like her it would be a much better place, her understanding and willingness to

assist shows how lucky Chaz is. How many 15
year olds can stand in front of a group of 40 plus
adults and not only hold their attention but to
speak in a manner we could understand and
appreciate.
After lunch we made our way to pit lane to
see how the current youngsters were getting
along where we were taken on a conducted tour
by Dave Luscombe and Chaz Davies. It was
interesting to see that Dave Jeffries, he of current Isle of Man fame, was involved in the training of one group of youngsters whilst Mick
Boddice appeared to be acting as a general
guiding influence. We were very impressed to
discover the level of confidence, without any
Chaz Davies - star in the making
sign of cockyness, shown by the students, even
down to the pair of 11 year old identical twins
who were riding identical Aprilia 125s.
All in all, a very interesting and informative day out which gave both Tracey and
myself renewed confideence in the future of both British Youth and British Motorcycling.
In case you are wondering how all this affects the A-C.U. Training Trust, the bit
that is likely to affect us normal mortals, well I am assured by Ted Bartlett that the
success of the Academy will ensure that the Training Trust is able to get more
funding which should benefit us all, even those of us who are beginning to look a
bit geriatric!

A pair of identical 11 year olds

It was Sunday the 21st of July 2002 and time for the third ‘Timber Woods
Long Distance Trial’ and this year it was to start from the ‘Kent Gliding Club’
near Ashford. The planned route was a little shorter than last year due to the
cancellation of some extremely muddy byways, which could have given the early
starters an advantage and possibly bogged down the later riders. A wise decision
indeed and better safe than sorry. From Ashford we would be directed by our
nine page and very informative ‘Road Book’ to somewhere near Folkestone, then
from there to Canterbury and back to Ashford. This formed a triangle on the
Kent map and ‘Bermuda’ immediately sprang to mind!! But to the best of my
knowledge most of the riders returned home in a sane and wholesome state,
except of course for the few that were abducted by ‘Aliens’, lost forever and never
seen again!
Preparation for this event started for me a week earlier on a borrowed 125
Honda that had not run since 1996. Much preparation on the mechanical parts
to make the bike work was needed which left no time for an off road practice
session. At the eleventh hour I discovered a main bearing was spinning in the
crankcase which matched the badly worn camshaft bearing quite nicely! Decision time again, Take the 1938 Ariel or the 1977 Honda? An aching back says
take the lightweight and keep my fingers crossed!
I was entered in a different team this year and we went by the title of ‘Rich
Mixture’, which referred of course to sooty spark plugs and had nothing to do
with the size of our wallets or bank accounts. Richard Whitebread was our
anchorman and our inspiration, whilst John Excell and myself would try our
best to emulate his performance. That’s right, we didn’t! John was riding his
Yamaha Serow 225cc trail bike and helped us get lost on the odd occasion,
although my tally of turning into the wrong lanes far out- pointed his few
mistakes. The excitement and sometimes tension of following directions printed
on nine sheets of A4 paper is great fun and a great challenge and I can highly
recommend it. Every time you come across another rider studying directions in
the ‘Road Book’ there is a smile and a joke so you know without a shadow of
doubt they are enjoying it as much as you are and are probably just as adept at
taking the wrong turnings without a moments hesitation.
There were seven sections this year and the rule was no inspecting. Its
amazing how different the seven sections were from each other which all adds to
the challenge, especially as you couldn’t view them first. Oh yes! I forgot to
mention I fell off after the very first section due to the lightweight Honda not
wanting to cross ruts on a 20-mph downhill gully. That got some adrenaline
flowing quite quickly and helped me cruise through the rest of the day unperturbed. Now with my fingers tightly crossed for luck, the blood refused to flow
back to my body and consequently it all ended up in my feet which then lowered
my centre of gravity by a few pounds. Unfortunately this stopped me getting my
boots off at the end of the day due to the abnormal swelling of ten little footsie
digits. Such is a trials rider’s life, just full of these unexpected little adventures

plus a smattering of pain here and there. Oh and a few choice bruises in
unmentionable places that I don’t use much these days!
The day was over far too quickly which just proves what a great time everyone
had. Only two riders rode clean on the day and these were David Bathe on a 348
Suzuki who had secured himself a better special test time than Dave Larkin on
a 400 Honda. This gave the Suzuki rider the ‘Timber Woods Trophy’. Well done
to both men! Another rider must be mentioned for winning the worthy ‘Spirit of
Timber Woods’ award. Ever smiling, ever cheeky and always cheerful Joan
Westbrook, known for repeating herself a bit by saying. “All my broken bones
are mending nicely, thanks for asking“, became the very popular recipient of this
emotive award and she also attained overall eighth position in a field of 99
starters in her very first ‘long distance trial’! Well done that lady! Also the three
man team ‘British Iron’ (plain for all to see by the rust and bolts falling off down
every Byway!) all rode well and secured the ‘Team Award’. Well done Chris
Brown, Mark Worsfold and Ian Watkins!
Many thanks go to the Sidcup Club for the phenomenal task of organising
such an event. They were supported by the Bexleyheath and London Fire Brigade
motorcycle clubs who helped with route planning, testing and section closing.
Thanks again to all who helped who are not mentioned here, you are highly
thought of by us riders.

Dave Blanchard

A MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGEMENT
Our next event will take place on Saturday 7th September starting at The
Alma at 5.45 p.m. prompt.
We haven’t compiled a route yet, but are planning a ride to the back and
beyond of Braintree.
More news in next months T&T.
No tour this month due to certain management members being on holiday
(Rog and Heather are going to the Manx).

